
Feedback Meeting 22.01.16 
 
Place: St. Ursula^s Bern 
 
Participants: Around 30 people from five different Canton 
 
Start:18:25 End : 21:20 
 
Host: FCC Committee ( Pres. Sec. Treas.) 
 
The first half an hour, the committee presented himself, its organization, and 
the two past events. 
 
Antoine, 33 years old leaves next to Berne, he is the President.  
Falk Witschetzky, 31 years old, from Berne is the secretary and the Vice Pres. 
Pekz Llamoso is the treasurer. 
The three of them are former working colleagues, and good friends.  
Antoine has kambal boys, Falk will marry a Filipina next summer in Manila 
and Pekz living in Switzerland since 10 years is a Manila boy.  
  
 

In summer 2014 Falk and Antoine were both working in the Restaurant 
Eichholz, located on the Camping areal of Berne. In June 2014, they obtained 
from the owner of the Restaurant, Ms.Wyss Andrea, the authorization to 
organize a Philippine food event.  
-Falk the Kitchen chief was in charge for the food.  
-Antoine for the communication and the Program.  
-Pekz was supporting both of them.  
 
120 guests, mostly Filipinos, enjoyed an open air à Discretion Buffet  
for 38 Chf per person.   
The Visayan dancing group honored with a show.  
The  Pinoy Asian Store (from Zurich) came and sold their goods.  
The Phil. Embassy supported with flags and flyers and was present during the 
event.  
We had a family ambiance, a nice weather and good food.  
According to the organizer, the restaurant Eichholz, after calculations of Food 
and Personal Costs, the results were balanced, a bit down. 
This event has been organized in two weeks. 
 
 

In January 2015, the Trio created the Filipino Culture Club, association 
with two major and simple statutes:   

 -Organize a Pinoy Festival in Switzerland every year. 
   -Support helping organizations in the Philippines. 

 
 

In summer 2015, Falk was again working in the restaurant Eichholz. 
So, in June 2015, the restaurant Eichholz, in partnership with the FCC 

organized a second edition. 



Still in charge for the food, Falk changed the concept to “Sreet Food”, so we 
had 5 food stalls, Lechon, BBQ, Tapsilog, Pancit, Halo Halo/ Avocado shakes. 
-The ambassador Leslie Baja spent his afternoon with us. 
-The Visayan dancing group has performed again. 
-The helping organization “Island Kids Philippines” was keeping a stand, and 
for them a Tombala has been organized (Philair as principal sponsor, and 
other private people contributed.) 
-The few games brought a funny and decontracted atmosphere the all day. 
-Kids had their own playground, allowing the parents to rest and enjoy! 
 
680 meals have bee sold (each of them brought 0.5chf to Island Kids) 
Between 500 and 700 visitors 
Around 100 non Filipinos 
Food perfectly “Filipino cooked”. (according to the eaters!) 
Around 9000.- Income 
Around 1200.- was collected for IKP, plus two balykbayan boxes (tombola 
prices) which have been generously offered by the winners. 
 
 
 
The meeting continued, and the comitee told his visions, ideas, and requests 
for the organization of 2016.  
The financial topic is there important. The president says that the FCC doesn’t 
want to use the relatively few money from the embassy, and he insists on the 
fact that the FCC must fill up forms to get subventions, from the 
Bürgergemeinde Bern, the city of Berne, or the Kanton of Berne. 
 
The Comitee wants to see 2016 as a way to 2017. 
 
THE FESTIVAL IN 2016 WILL BE THE LAUNCH!!! 
 
Therefore the Festival in 2016 must show Culture, Integration, and Credibility. 

 
CULTURE: with many different Shows, Dancing groups, Chorals, 

Arnisclubs, Food, Traditional games, Exotic goods… 
 
INTEGRATION: -invitation of swiss traditional groups and eventually 

work with them( chorals, dance, Alphorn, “Fahnenschwinger”…) 
         -Massive presence of swiss and non Filipino people on the 

event. IT S ABSOLUTELY IMPORTANT THAT THE BIG MAJORITY OF 
VISITORS IS NON FILIPINO. OTHERWISE IT SEEMS TO BE A PRIVATE 
PARTY, AND NO SUBVENTIONS ARE GIVEN. 
          -presence of the second generation Filipino, Filipino/swiss. 
 
 CREDIBILITY: -Many volunteers. 
      -Many private sponsors and supporters. 
      -Regularity(it will be the third event in a row) 
      -Many FB friends 
      -Contact with classical medias(news papers, radio…) 
      



 
To ensure the finances for the launching of a durable festival, the comitee 
proposed a membership, of 45.-. 
The thema quickly became a burning issue, some supporting this price, others 
asking for lower one. Some asked for vote, and we did it in a way, and it 
showed that an amount between 20 and 25.- would be a meeting point for 
everybody. 
No final price has been determinated. 
 
Here are some infos, or answers which have been communicated… 
 
-The partnership with the restaurant of the camping offers plenty 
advantages…  Beautiful, Big, Clean, Green place next to the the River. There 
are electricity plots outside, and cutted grass. We have access to cooling 
rooms(lechon and other stocks), to baking items and mashines, we can order 
the drinks and send back the non sold, order the food to lower prices, we can 
have many tables and banks, access to event material like stands, tables, 
bars, umbrellas… 
-The Comitee is convinced that it would be the good place for 2016, to earn 
money, with few expanses, few logistics and few risks.  
-The restaurant Eichholz(major partner for the first two events) doesn’t t have 
yet a runner.  
-The restaurant Eichholz has the monopole on the Food and Beverage on the 
camping areal.  
So, if we do it again with them this year, we must find anyhow a compromise 
on the income shares. 
-We can do it somewhere else. 
 
-in 2014 and 2015 the events were organized the last Saturday of June. 
-The Comitee defends this date for few reasons:  It is the first(before Thai fest, 
and asianfest) summer party in Berne(marketing), it happens two weeks after 
the IDday, which can be used to add and mobilize the fellow flipinos. The high 
season in the restaurant starts in July. 
 
-Island Kids Philippines was the organization present during the event in 
2015, the comitee would like to see them again, but other organizations are 
naturally also very welcome to the project. 
 
-The ID day has 1000 to 1500 visitors, mostly Filipinos.  
-If everyone of them bring one neighbor and two working colleagues to the 
Festival, we will be at least 4000 without any flyer!!, FREE OF COST. 
 
-For the edition 16, the comitee wants to reserve an important place for the 
kids, bringing special games, and fun, for free. The purpose is to attract the 
non Filipino families, but also to show the place of the kid in the Filipino 
society. 
 
The Assistance was interested and active, participating to the debate, and 
asking many questions.  



So, we started the POST IT BRAINSTORM. Everyone in the room could write 
an idea on a post it, and stick it on the corresponding board. 
There were distinctive themes:  Culture, Show/Entertainment, Kids, Supports, 
Sponsors, Deco, Promotion, Food. 
During one hour people shared and participated. The Apéro nicely prepared 
by Thess, supported the hungry ones, and refreshed the thirsty others. 
 
Then the comitee invited some courageous one (alone or in duo) to present a 
board, read the post its, and take the responsabilities to push these themes.  
They are now the representatives of the FCC: 
 
CULTURE: 
Carrie Butty 
  carriebutty@gmail.com 
 
FOOD: 
Falk Witschetzky 
  Jetzky84@gmail.com 
 
SHOW / ENTERTAINMENT: 
Susanne Nagel Alcario 
  sunagel_alcario@yahoo.fr 
Maritess Barquilla 
  marites@sensemail.ch 
 
KIDS: 
Vanessa Dalanon 
  Vaneric2328@yahoo.com 
Rina Estefanio 
  Neilsen0113@gmail.com 
 
GAMES: 
Pekz Llamosso 
 cheng_pekto@yahoo.com 
 
 
SUPPORTS: 
Marissa Oliquino 
  marissa.oliquino31@gmail.com 
 
DECORATION and SPONSORING: 
Antoine Gardien 
  helvega@hotmail.fr 
 
 
PROMOTION / WERBUNG: 
Luisito Lua 
  luislua@yahoo.com 
Lindy Egli 
 



The comitee is really happy of the interest and the  motivation of its 
reprensatives. 
 
To our new Team we wish good work, courage, and pleasure to organize 
what will be the biggest Filipino Event in Switzerland. 
 
To everyone who didn’t attend to the meeting and would be interested to 
suggest some ideas, or simply help, you are very welcome, please get  
In contact with the representative in charge of the theme which interest you. 
 
 
This feedback has been written by Antoine Gardien, president. 
 
 
 
 


